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Their likely reason for choosing the KLR over newer and more powerful adventure bikes is its
simplicity. It's carbureted. It can run even on low-octane gasoline, and is pretty much
indestructible. Unfortunately, after 31 years of continuous production, Kawasaki stopped rolling
out the KLR, likely due to tightening emissions regulations. KLR Adventure. For the model year
KLR , the single-cylinder, cc engine is now equipped with electronic fuel injection EFI. While
this is not a welcome development to purists and adventurers, it's necessary to meet the tighter
emissions standards around the globe. The KLR is known to have been capable of traveling
very long distances without refueling. Fitting EFI will definitely make that distance between fuel
stops even farther. Also new is the upgrade of the analog panel to a fully digital one. The lights
are also updated to LEDs. KLR Traveler. First of all, its generator that only produces a meager
17 amperes is now capable of producing 26 amperes. It is also coupled with a new and lighter
battery. These are relatively few light updates compared to what adventure bikes from other
brands received. And while its truly hard core fan base may be quite disappointed, Kawasaki
has endeavored to keep the KLR as simple and reliable as it always has been. At the very least,
it's good to hear that Kawasaki has opted to keep the KLR rather than discontinue it altogether.
Previous Motorcycle News -. Take a look at Suzuki's various motorcycle models virtually. Buy a
Honda, get a drone free? This motorcycle concept with a drone from Honda is the ultimate
rider's dream. KTM shows off its biggest adventure bike yet, the Super Adventure R, designed
to go anywhere. Lipa City in Batangas has begun apprehending and penalizing motorcycle
riders not using the rightmost lane of the highway. The bar and shield has finally taken the
covers off their first-ever adventure bike, targeting established competitors from from BMW and
KTM. We've heard these many times. They don't work. So stop using them and get yourself and
your pillion proper helmets. Citing traffic caused by motorcycles, Boracay now require a permit
for operating a motorcycle on the island. Yamaha's R6 could be replaced by an R7, based on the
MT platform. Honda adds new liveries to the Genio, featuring pinstriping and calligraphy.
Motorcycle News. Brando Rosales View More Articles. Brando Rosales Tags: kawasaki klr.
Brando Rosales. Inigo S. Featuring daily headlines and breaking news from the Philippine
motorcycle industry and around the world. All Rights Reserved. The material on this site may
not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the prior
written permission of Double B Web Solutions Company. Visit our affiliate websites:
AutoIndustriya. Equipped with a cc thumper and what looks like a beefy front end, the KLR from
Kawasaki is a capable middleweight dual-purpose ride. Big enough to be an adventure bike , but
not really intended as such, the KLR has an ample-size fuel tank, frame, rims and suspension
that show true off-road roots, yet has enough straight-line stability to handle the pavement. If
not-quite-adventure, but more than dirtbike is what you need, the KLR might be your
Huckleberry. Do you hate it? Get over it. The KLR is a dual-purpose bike â€” the bikes from
which adventure bikes were spawned. If adventure bikes are dual-purpose tourers , then the
KLR is a dual-purpose go-for-a-ride-and-let-it-take-you-somewhere-fun bike. So it is too heavy?
In keeping with the dual-purpose intent, the KLR has a 6. I find dials easier to take in at a glance
than a digital readout. The gauges are well-placed above the bars for easy viewing. The frame,
rims and suspension show true, off-road DNA, and carry features popular with pure-dirt riders.
First, the double-downtube, stressed-engine frame is made of steel, known for providing a little
bit of flex and give that takes the edge off the jolts. The tubular steel frame carries the steering
head at degrees, for a 4. Overall, the steering geometry seems to be fairly consistent with other
bikes of this market, and it represents just one of the compromises in this collision of worlds.
The next item that caught my attention was the beefy front end. A rear monoshock comes with
preload and rebound adjustments and provides 7. The front forks compress through 7. Laced
wheels with 4 mm spokes represent the third item on the dirt bike list, and they also provide
another layer of give in the system to further take the edge off the bumps. The designers did
manage to work in yet another dirt-track proven design into the KLR with a set of petal-cut
brake rotors. This design radiates heat more efficiently than round rotors, and they provide a
self-cleaning feature of sorts that helps clear the grit away. At less than pounds, the single, mm
disc up front and mm disc in back seems sufficient to control the bike. A four-cycle thumper
serves as the beating heart for this dual-purpose animal. The cc engine comes with a
constant-velocity carburetor for easy repairs and maintenance, and the water jacket around the
engine helps to attenuate some of the mechanical noise from the engine. In addition to the
simplicity of the carburetor induction, the factory went with an equally simple and tough
capacitor-discharge CDI ignition system to manage the spark. In short, this simplicity should be
viewed as a boon, not a detriment. A simple but tough drive system comes in the form of a
five-speed transmission and sealed-link chain. Kawasaki covers the KLR with a month warranty
and offers additional protection for 12, 24, 36 or 48 months under the Kawasaki Protection
Plans. Right off the bat I have to say the KLR comes off looking like a proper dual-sport

machine while the DR seems to be more of a glorified dirtbike. The fairing and windscreen on
the Kawi shows that it means business, and is sure to be more comfortable on road trips than
the naked Suzuki. In this way, the KLR leans more toward an adventure bike. Suzuki swung
deep into dirt bike territory with the suspension though. The factory ran inverted front forks on
the DR that are sure to stiffen the front end, and they come with Pricing is neck and neck. I like
that they got the overall stance right, and molded the fairing and windshield in for a more
organic look. Are there more monster-like bikes out there? Sure, but at what price? See our
review of the Suzuki DRS. All images featured on this website are copyrighted to their
respective rightful owners. No infringement is intended. Image Source: kawasaki. Four-stroke,
DOHC, four-valve single. If adventure bikes are dual-purpose tourers, then the KLR is a
dual-purpose go-for-a-ride-and-let-it-take-you-somewhere-fun bike. Although it's a one-lunger,
bore and stroke gives us a decidedly oversquare configuration with a big piston for lots of mass
and low-end torque. Specs-wise there isn't much to choose between the two, but Suzuki swung
deep into dirt bike territory with the suspension. Allyn Hinton. Writer and Associate Motorcycle
Editor - allyn topspeed. If it had moving parts, it had Allyn's interest from a very early age. At
age 11 when bicycles were too simple to hold her interest any longer, her father found her
taking apart the lawn mower. Having shared her love of motorcycles with her now husband,
biker TJ Hinton, Allyn brings that love and knowledge to TopSpeed as writer and associate
motorcycle editor. Read More. Related Articles. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:.
Kawasaki KLR. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist
job. A few days ago, Kawasaki released a teaser video that showed six new models they will
unveil on November 23rd. Could this finally be a new KLR or its successor? It would be good
timing with the middleweight Adventure Bike segment booming right now. Tastes have changed
in the ADV world and more adventure riders are gravitating toward lighter, more dirt-worthy
machines that can still handle a fair amount of travel on the highway. Some of the most
desirable adventure bikes that have come out in the last few years have been in the cccc range.
What was once a domain where the KLR had few competitors is now filled with offerings from
most of the major brands. Even Aprilia and Benelli are getting into the game. With the
discontinuation of the KLR in , Kawasaki seems to have left the party right before it got started.
With a bike as ubiquitous as the KLR being discontinued, you can expect there was much
speculation about what would replace it. Maybe just a pause? While it looked just like the old
KLXS, it did get some important updates like fuel injection, a revised suspension and
more-modern instrumentation. So what might the new KLR look like? Many dream of a modern
rendition of the KLR: something more hard-edged, with the performance and athleticism to take
on bikes like the KTM Adventure and Yamaha Tenere There have been rumors of the KLR
returning with the cc parallel-twin motor and 6-speed transmission out of the Versys Seems like
it would be an easy solution to swap that powerplant into a more-dirt-capable chassis and call it
a day, right? Selling a bike year after year that uses your old tooling and technology
investments from the s is a great way to make a profit. All we can see peeking out from
underneath the tarp is a linkage and bottom of a skid plate. But that can tell a lot. If we take a
picture of the old KLR and overlay it on the image, it matches up nearly perfectly. The upper
silhouette of the machine also looks like a match, other than the mirror positioning. Odds are
that whatever bodywork is under there is close to the old KLR in form. Our best guess is that
something based on the old KLR will be announced on November 23rd. But there must be
something significant changed right? We can also expect a simple ABS system that can be
turned off with the push of a button on dirt roads. There will probably be some changes to the
bodywork and a new instrument cluster as well. New LED lighting could also give it a fresh look.
If it is what we think it is, some diehard KLR fans will probably be disappointed with any change
to the tried and tested design, while others may feel let down by that lack of innovation. What
we can be certain of though, is that many will welcome the KLR back to the party with open
arms. And who knows, they may have even fixed the doohickey, once and for all! Stay tuned!
YES if it lighter, a slightly dressed up DR would be ideal. One thing is for sure: if they come with
a new KLR XXX it will need to be compatible to as many markets worldwide as possible, to
make up for the investment. So there are some significant changes necessary. I doubt that
simply by transferring that 25 years? Is it more difficult to make a single Euro5 compliant than a
twin? And even that ABS system are quite small today, they still need to fit it somehow into the
frame. So I guess there are some more substantial changes on the way! All speculation, of
course! You bring up some good points. The KLR has been discontinued there since around the
early s due to emissions, so more likely this is only coming to North America. Yes, always fun to
speculate! And they would have to wait untill I had to quit riding and sell my A14 that I had for
20 years. Kawasaki can really deliver power when they want. Yet their Adv bikes always have
me walking out of their dealerships after a ride heading for another brandâ€¦? Stefan Pierer is

on record saying he respects Kawasaki above all the other brands, Kawasaki really do have the
chops to match any of the other factories but just have not played their Ace? The doohickey
â€¦? I have a picture of the shadow of my old KLR taken from the same angle. They are indeed
identical. I love my KLR, the only upgrades needed are suspension and ground clearance.
Maybe FI, but I go back and forth on that, never had a problem with the carb. I am sure if it is
KLR based it will have the latest technology but I hope they keep it as basic as possible. Thats
why this bike has lasted as long as it has. Connect With Us. Published on Author: Rob Dabney
Rob Dabney started a lifelong obsession with motorcycles at the age of 15 when he purchased
his first bike â€” a Honda MB5. Eventually, his proclivity for exploration led him to dual sport
and adventure riding. As a moto journalist, he enjoys inspiring others to seek adventure across
horizons both near and far. Is the KLX enough? Enough to be a lightweight Adventure Bike?
The short Leave a Reply Cancel reply. If you pause the video you can see a shadow of an old
KLR being riddenâ€¦ :. Connect With Us:. Popular Stories. Top Moto Tours. Upcoming Events
Connect with us:. The Kawasaki KLR is returning to showroom floors, after being discontinued
in This was the non-technical term for the Balancer Chain Adjuster Lever, part of the chain
balancer assembly that was notorious for breaking, even after fairly low mileage. It was the
greatest weakness of the original KLR design, and riders even complained about breakdowns
on the updated model. The single-cylinder engine still uses a four-valve DOHC design, with
liquid-cooling. Supposedly, the new engine has more mid-range grunt thanks to some top-end
revisions. It also has a new amp charging system, providing more power for electronic
accessories, stuff like foglamps, heated gear, or even just charging mobile phones and other
electronics on the road. The old KLR always had more bodywork than the competition from
Suzuki and Honda, and that trend continues. The new KLR gets a rally-styled fairing, with
modern, angular design. The previous version had old-school gauges, and the LCD is a cheap
way to look modern, without the expense of a TFT screen. Kawasaki also includes a USB
charging port and cigarette plug-style power outlet on the up-specced Adventure model. The
Adventure model also gets auxiliary lighting added as standard, and luggage, crash bars, and a
tricked-out camo paint job. Bare-bones LCD gauges keep the cost down. Both versions of the
bike get updated handlebars that are a bit wider than the previous model, with new mirror
mounts for better visibility. The footpegs are slightly wider as well. The front brake on previous
versions of the KLR was notoriously weak. Kawasaki updated to a mm front brake disc on the
new model, with two-piston caliper. The larger front disc should be an improvement on its own,
but Kawasaki also teamed up with Bosch to include a new offroad-friendly ABS system.
Otherwise, no doubt the inmates on here will figure a workaround, that lets you hack into the
ABS system and disable it â€¦ Kawasaki continues to use a steel dual-cradle frame, but now the
subframe is welded on. You can consider this a bad thing, as a welded subframe is expensive
and difficult, if not impossible, to repair. Or you can consider it a good thing, considering how
many KLR riders broke the subframe mounting bolts in the old two-piece design. Kawi also put
a longer swingarm on the bike, to stabilize handling. New LED headlight, plus fog lamps if you
pay for the Adventure model. Skip to content. Breaking , Featured , Kawasaki , Kawasaki Klr
Comment Weld-on subframe: Good or bad? The Adventure version comes with almost
everything you need for your ride to the Panama Canal. Subscribe to Our Newsletter Your email
Thank you for subscribing! This email is already subscribed. There has been an error. Yamaha
appears closer to launching E01 electric scooter. Royal Enfield Riders Club launches. See more
News articles. Breaking Buell is back! From Our Forum wheel bearings 18 Replies. Air
compressor suggestions 13 Replies. Anyone use an old school intercom between house and
garage? Versys-X speculations thread 5, Replies. Kymco K-Pipe Replies. KLR Only Thread Back
to top Top. Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by Gravis , Aug 12, Log in or Join. Adventure
Rider. Tags: klr. TheHeretic , Nov 23, So now the wait is on until January 26th where we will
once again most likely be disappointed. Bhart89 , Nov 23, Joined: Jun 2, Oddometer: 7,
Location: Earth. We are going to be fine. We all saw the video of what looked like a KLR. Meaty
hand guards and all. We've been waiting for 2 years. They have barley updated their list and
most of the big 4 have already told us every bike for You might as well just get a T and have a
much better street bike, when you consider how many miles you put on the tarmac. DrewMerk
likes this. Is this good marketing? Seems to piss me off more than make me excited. I would be
happy if they just refreshed the Versys , big weight drop like they did on the Ninja a few years
back. Would they really bring back the KLR with bold new graphics? SloSolo2 and TheHeretic
like this. I had a cc version of a KLX I made is a nice bike, but gave it to my son and now ride a
Beta RR-S. I like smaller-displacement bikes but a is - yawn - just too small in the engine. They
might tempt me for the smaller bike by a KLX that is mildly tuned and set up well for more off
road-oriented dualsporting. But the Beta is so good for that that well, why bother with
something else? During a ride yesterday: Me and my riding partner stopped for a rest and a

beer. The topic of what bikes Kawasaki was going to release was brought up by my friend. He
said maybe Kawasaki would produce a KTM killer he has a I was like, "No way! I said, "If you
like Honda, you should check out the new L. I've never tried one but you might like it.
Unfortunately a cable clutch and jerky power off bottom with tendency to stall, and they might
not change that for a decade but I just shrug my shoulders and believe the probability of
Kawasaki surprising me positively is VERY low. As for my bigger bike, no one has so far offered
anything that I find better than my much modified Gen 1 KLR ADV Sponsors. We should have
known a new KLR would not happen. After all this is ! Wallachian Spikes , motobene and
moremilesplease like this. Joined: Dec 23, Oddometer: 9, Gravis , Nov 23, Joined: May 31,
Oddometer: Location: Edmonton. HydroDog , Nov 23, Kawasaki could brilliantly fill two gaping
holes. The mid-size serious offroad-oriented street legal dualsport. Look, even a hydraulic
clutch! It'd require some capital investment and dealing with EPA It would require cases and
parts for a 6 speed transmission, and to not blow it it should be a true wide-ratio box, not a
narrow-range shifter fanner with a tall first and ridiculously low 6th. A milder cam profile
Excellent lighting hardware like that on the CRFL. A true not fake wide-ratio transmission and
some ability to haul kit with strong subframe and even some kind of rack, and a wider subframe
for a comfortable seat not a friggin' brick. Keep it simple and in line with what made the Gen 1
KLR so brilliant in its time, only leverage modern tech to make it better. THAT would excite the
market. Anything less or just following others, or doing nothing out of fear of not being
profitable won't excite anyone. So maybe Kawasaki looks at the competition and does this:.
Great to read from someone who has owned the KLR. Your post reminds me why the p. I think it
would be a great engine to link the first gen KLR and the T Less mass. Lower COG a few more
horses than the thumpers, maybe 5. I have ridden both a and a I love that big torqy KTM motor! I
could see owning one and starting into my usual years of mods. I slide back on that narrow-ish
seat and my butt's off the back too soon. My modified KLR is really roomy in comparison foot
pegs moved well down and back. The suspension is ridiculously harsh on both the and and
would require a re valve to RaceTech gold valves system. Swapping back and forth between a
and the KLR on rough terrain is like night and day! That's not supposed to be true but it is. My
other main complaint is transmission ratios. Less tall 1st and taller 6th. Cable clutches work
fine. I have made many of them work exceptionally well. But these days I've converted to a new
controls scheme that has changed the way I ride very positively. The Rekluse auto clutch has
gotten rid of stalls and allowed me to throw the foot brake and clutch lever in the dust bin. Hand
brakes only. Super simple and the best control scheme I've ever had in very rough terrain or
riding balls out. My KLR has a Rekluse and that new controls scheme. The cable clutch-based
adjustment of the clutch pack clearance I got to work, but it's very sensitive. A hydraulic clutch
allows the use of Reklus' brilliant clutch slave cylinder with the 4mm hex setscrew to adjust
clutch pack clearance. Very precise and stable, and not so sensitive to temperature changes.
And look what Kawasaki just did! Or rather, look at what they didn't do! I know the following
'new' bike intimately as I owned a version of this model series for years, punching it out to cc
and wishing I had waited for the kit. Then they fit cheaper components dropped the 6th ratio
maybe they fixed that? That's the basic version you see here as 'new' other than FI, which came
a few years back. Just a mixing of existing parts with no notable improvement on certain basic
weaknesses. Just making it a would have made a huge positive difference to be able to make
something more flexible in application out of this platform. This long-running bike isn't bad, and
maybe they are smart to play to the 'budget play bike' market. That's not me or anyone I know.
Heck yeah! But they are paid for and work well enough, so it won't happen. TheHeretic , Nov 24,
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My
password: Forgot your password? When it comes to motorcycles with a cult following, at the
top of the list has to be the Kawasaki KLR This durable dual-sport has won over the hearts and
minds of legions of adventuring types, despite its unchanged architecture and questionable
aesthetics. So, you can imagine the backlash that occurred when the venerable KLR was
rumored to be on the chopping block, especially as the Euro5 homologation loomed. For these
loyal riders, the news was like a family member had died, and that Team Green had abandoned
a core constituency to the cold dark night of ADV riding on another model. Fear not, loyalists.
The Kawasaki KLR lives to fight for another day, and the iconic machine re-debuts today as a
model year machine, with a number of smart updates to its rugged design. The most notable
change is the move to a fuel injected engine â€” or more precisely, it is the same engine with
some caveats that is now using fuel injection rather than carburetion. As such, Kawasaki boasts
that the cc single-cylinder engine is now more fuel efficient and more reliable. It is also now
easier to start at high elevations and in cold conditions. Of note are the new intake and exhaust
profiles on the camshaft, which add more midrange torque and power. Kawasaki also makes a
note that the cam chain guide material and shape have been changed for added reliability. Other

notable changes include a
95 ford f 150 fuse box diagram
volvo xc90 headlight assembly
2010 nissan altima coupe headlights
redesigned fuel tank, which is larger, and a new digital dash, which includes a fuel gauge.
Other chassis changes abound with a focus on refining the KLR and to make it vibrate less.
Several updates have been made to improve shifting feel in the clutch and transmission.
Accordingly, the clutch release bearings were changed from ball to thrust-needle bearings, the
gear dogs and shift fork have been revised on the third gear, and a new finishing treatment is
now used for the fourth and fifth gears. The brakes have also seen an upgrade, with a larger
disc added to the mix. Despite his best efforts, Jensen is called one of the most influential
bloggers in the motorcycle industry, and sometimes consults for motorcycle companies,
whether they've solicited his expertise or not. Jensen Beeler Despite his best efforts, Jensen is
called one of the most influential bloggers in the motorcycle industry, and sometimes consults
for motorcycle companies, whether they've solicited his expertise or not.

